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Sunday Services in March�

March 5th Peter Scales “�Continuity and Change�”�

Our congregation’s first service was 21 years ago. What has�
changed and what are we still doing the same? This is a time to�
envision the future of our community.�

Children's  Program�

March 12th Don Hume “�Reflections of a drug addict�”�

Following retirement from ministry in the United Church, Don be-�
came addicted to illegal drugs. He shares his reflections on ad-�
diction and recovery.�

Children's  Program�

March 19th Faye Mogensen “�Transforming the World, One�
Story at a Time�”�

When chosen with care and respect, stories can guide, heal, in-�
spire and even transform us. Come celebrate World Storytelling�
Day and Faye's book Ancient Stories for Modern Times recently�
published by our UU Press Skinner House Books. Faye links per-�
sonal journey with traditional wisdom tale in an exploration of our�
ever-changing relationships with nature, with one another and�
with ourselves.�

Children's  Program�

March 26th Bill Ross “�Diplomacy Demystified...Perhaps�”�

Learn the definition and history of diplomacy, how it generally�
works and the structure of diplomatic posts, what a typical Cana-�
dian Embassy is life, and hear a few stories.�

Children's  Program�
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All services are held Sundays at�
10:00 a.m. at The James Bay New�
Horizons Centre, 234 Menzies�
Street, Victoria, BC. Child care is�
provided free of charge with our�
Children’s program.�

Nature’s first green is gold,�
Her hardest hue to hold.�
Her early leaf’s a flower,�
But only so an hour.�
Then leaf subsides to leaf.�
So Eden sank to grief,�
So dawn goes down to day.�
Nothing gold can stay.�

 Robert Frost�
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March Board Report�

Spring has sprung and there is lots going on at�
Capital. We have a wonderful lineup of speak-�
ers for March. We hope you’ll be able to come,�
enjoy the talks and participate in community.�

A small group gathered at Amanda’s home on�
February 16 to revise our constitution so that we�
are in compliance with the new BC Societies’�
Act. These changes must be approved by you�
at our Annual General Meeting will take place�
following the service on�Sunday, March 5.�
Please plan to attend. We value everyone’s par-�
ticipation in this annual event.�

Elizabeth Atchison has stepped forward to be-�
come our Volunteer Coordinator. There are�
many opportunities to help out at Capital. If you�
are interested, please contact Elizabeth at�
findlaygirlea@gmail.com� or 250 472 6262.�

Our congregation needs two delegates for the�
CUC AGM, May 13. This year delegates will�
NOT travel, but attend and vote via internet.�
Please let Amanda know if you’d like to be one�
of our delegates and your name will be put for-�
ward at our own AGM in March�

On behalf of all of you, the Board thanks Peter�
Scales for his many years of service. He has�
been chair, director and secretary.�

We welcome new Board members, Dana�
Seaborn, Alan Dawson and Cathy Baker who�
will be ratified at the March 3 meeting. We’re�
looking forward to working with all of you.�

For the Board,�
Rita Wittman�

Theatre for Living's main stage�
project �šx• •am•t (home)� looks at reconciliation�
in human terms between Indigenous and non-�
Indigenous people on this land, using interactive�
forum theatre. March 2 – 11, 2017 at the Fire-�
hall Arts Centre. Unitarian minister, Rev. Meg�
Roberts, is one of the cast. �

To order tickets (over 40% already sold): �

http://firehallartscentre.ca/get-tickets/rental-�
productions-events/�
sx%ca%b7%ca%94am%c9%99t-home/�

Can't attend in person but still want to see the�
show? There's a live global interactive webcast�
of the show Sat. March 11, 7:30pm. Go to�
theatreforliving.com� for more details in early�
March.�

The Cast�
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   Ben’s workshop notes - compiled by Peter S.�

Overview: On Sunday, November 13, 2016, CUUC life member Ben Dolf spoke a homily about societal futures titled�
“How Then Shall We Live?”  After the service he conducted a 2-hour workshop to help members and friends of Capi-�
tal UU Congregation to identify what is working and what is not working.  Only a few days earlier U.S. voters had�
made Donald Trump the president-elect, and UU congregants were anxious about the future.�

Preliminary notes�
Almost 30 people participated. In my opinion, this illustrates the interest, perhaps even the need that many people feel�
for getting together and doing something about threats we all perceive, vaguely in form but acute in urgency.�
Larger groups bring a different dynamic, both good and bad. The good is that whatever feeling is present is magnified.�
The bad is that it is much more difficult for the facilitator to stay in tune with all participants and work groups. In this�
case, and based on some feedback at the end of the session, what appeared to be a lively discussion in a one of the sub-�
groups may have been a fairly difficult struggle for the participants.�
One participant mentioned that it would have been useful for the groups to propose “to dos” for the congregation. To�
my mind, a good analysis of the current situation is the best foundation for developing objectives. I have experienced�
time and again that if we ask for solutions too soon, we end up with the conventional thinking that created the condi-�
tion in the first place. Once we have a good sense of where we stand, it is much easier to say which way to go.�
I would like to highlight one more aspect of group work that limits interaction. I am referring to punctuality. I may�
have one-sided views on this, but I would like to put them forward for discussion. It is an odd phenomenon that contra-�
dicts commonly held beliefs, but groups that are disciplined and well organized tend to be much more creative than�
groups that operate with loosey-goosy ground rules. The reason for this is group dynamics. Once a group has started to�
form, a dynamic sets in that promotes cooperation if things go well but conflict if they don’t. This dynamic is inter-�
rupted when new members join the group. I see being punctual is an expression of empathy for what goes on in a�
group, as respect for the integrity of the process.�
If we apply this notion to group work, spiritual development could mean becoming more aware of the impact we as�
individuals have on a group. We could learn to become aware how we impact a group whether we are present or ab-�
sent.�
Results�
Below are the transcripts of the work which groups had posted on poster paper. Ben transcribed them. A number of�
themes emerge:�

CUUC is unique and beloved by the participants�

There is a strong emphasis on�feeling� (“welcoming, friendly, supportive, warmth”) as opposed to intellectual fire-�
works.�

Critiques are rare and concern operational matters, but two issues stand out:�

1. Access for people with handicaps, and particularly hearing impairment; and�

2. Many participants perceived the whiteness of the members (what I call beigeness or pinkness). Ben writes, “I�
am happy to be contradicted on this point, but I think that it is wrong to reduce diversity to the colour of the�
skin. In the context of Victoria, I think CUUC has a good record in diversity.”�

Sunday services are varied and instructive�

Informal personal contact is important�

The forum is a very popular institution�

Diversity in thinking; the lack of dogma is appreciated�

Personal suggestions       (Cont’d pg 4)�
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   Ben’s workshop notes�

(Cont’d from page 3) Requiem personal and Chomsky�
Something is in the air�
Listening to requiems�

The place of the irrational�
This is a theme Ben mentioned in his homily and it did not explicitly emerge again. Nevertheless, Ben believes it to be�
important for the future. We must learn how to deal with the irrational and the a-rational. Ben writes: “I say this because�
I believe we – the affluent world – have quickly forgotten the horrors of the two world wars by buying into a rational�
world view. Our new faith: if we all act reasonably, things will turn out all right. We may concede that it is difficult to�
have reason prevail, but we must keep trying. That faith, in itself, is not to be despised, but by focusing on our immedi-�
ate surroundings we tuned out so many horrors on which our world was built. It looks to me more and more that we�
were living in a bubble. We tuned out so many abuses that supported our comfort. We also dismissed the rising tide of�
irrationality as so much silliness. We did not seem to understand that the populists [including US president-elect Trump]�
appealed to a growing number of people because they offered entertainment, movement, action and completely unrea-�
sonable dreams. And it was beyond our imagination that this might be enough to mobilise a lot of people. I also believe�
that our world will change more quickly and radically in the future. The old certainties will give way to new threats and�
uncertainties, the very conditions that give rise to the irrational. All this adds up to my concern that in the future we will�
have to deal with more and larger irrational movements.�
“How are we to react? I think we have an obligation to study the phenomenon, to get a sense of its history, of its poten-�
tial and of the role in may play in this world. At the same time, we could contribute to promoting popular understanding�
of alternatives to chaos:�

·� being actively involved in the community;�

·� producing local products; and�

·� creating more possibilities for everybody to participate in political decisions.�
“Local production, local consumption, local decision making.”�

Suggestions for a change in the structure of some services�
What follows is a notion that occurred to Ben when working on this project. The idea is to choose one or two themes�
each year and to be somewhat didactic and a bit more assertive in developing them over the course of the year. The pur-�
pose would be to put the members of the congregation in a position to think and speak knowledgeably about the topic�
(thereby influencing the community). At the same time, the themes could serve a magnet to attract more visitors.�
For example, the congregation could choose “What Is the Future of Capitalism?” and use the film�Requiem for the�
American Dream� as a reference for planning. Then�

·� Have a speaker present the main thoughts and discuss the plan for the year in the forum�

·� Have a�public� viewing of the film three months later (i.e. to attract new members)�

·� Have a service and a forum with an economist from one of the universities six months later.�
Another topic could be “The Power of Music.”�

Suggestions for making the website more inviting�
I find that the website, good as it is, only speaks to the initiated. It does not tell the curious browser what they might ex-�
perience if they attend a service or join the congregation. The purpose should be to enable visitors to imagine themselves�
at CUUC. It is mostly a matter of rewriting the text with that perspective in mind.�
I will try that when I have a moment. You are under zero obligations to even read it.  (Cont’d page 5)�
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(Cont’d from page 4) Democracy is at the center of all things�
I don’t think the Unitarian principles are emphatic enough about the importance of democracy. I also believe that we can�
never know enough about democracy at all levels, from the personal to the national. That is why I suggest that the con-�
gregation consider offering annual workshop on democratic practices so that over time a set of core beliefs and practices�
emerge – and influence others in the community.�
Rita’s notes�
As the groups presented their findings, Rita noted a few points that stood out. Here they are:�
Diversity: We gloss over our whiteness.�
Acceptance: Small is good. Our size allows us to be informal.�
Should we change our name?�
How is this group sustainable?�
Workshops are vital to create value for members.�
UU does not have the right to exist; we have to earn the right.�
Inclusiveness: are we welcoming to people with handicaps?�
Can we have a Forum about how we will go forward?�

Transcript of the posters of all groups:�
1. As an outsider, what strikes you about Unitarians and members of this congregation?�
Diversity, Authenticity, Active, Friendly, Welcoming, Mutual appreciation.�
Is it a Church? Lay-led, concerned for others and community, Busy, middle class and middle age, welcoming to all –�
warmth, idiosyncratic religion, open minded, diversity, former activists, social network, opportunity to explore.�
Friendly, open, I like the music.  We are a congregation of OLDER people.�
Left leaning, small group, sense of humour, informality, they talk a lot�
Intelligent, friendly, engaging; diversity; energetic, connected; older, good sense of humour, informed; Friendly, wel-�
coming, mutual appreciation.�
Concern for larger community. Is it a church? They are old. It’s a congregation made of older people. OK. Warmth�

2. As an outsider, what would you hope to experience if you attended a service at Capital?�
Something Nourishing, Thought Provoking, New Perspective; acceptance; welcome; warmth, comfort, inspiration;�
Learning something.�
I would like to feel welcome, made to feel included. Warmth�
Inclusiveness, Wellbeing , Intellectual stimulation (dogma not pushed)�
Looking for True Love; being welcome and taken in�
Social connection, connecting to Victoria as well as a city; warmth, comfort, inspiration, intellectual discussion�
Warmth and inclusiveness�
Warmth comfort inspiration intellectual discussion�

3. Are you planning to go the service next Sunday? Are you sure? Do you hesitate?�
God willing I will be there;�inshalla� yes; depends on topic; maybe need to check schedule; no; coming back; will be�
there; Yes, it is a routine; I found my tribe; yes, we will be there, routines are important and can become rituals; yes I’ll�
be there; yes I will attend; Yes! Yes. Yes I will, I do not hesitate; Yes.�

4. What draws you to CUUC?�
To learn more, first impression of individuals, small congregation, order of service paper; guiding principles, spirit of�
life, interesting homilies: challenging, interesting philosophy, iconoclastic, casual informal.  I am drawn to good hymns,�
the 7 principles, summer camp (missing); we listen to people’s joys and concern, sing songs and hymns, I’m impressed�
that we have hymns and songs that are not supernatural. I am drawn to the forum; to meet likeminded people, caring and�
kind; topic of homily. (Cont’d page 6)�
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   Ben’s workshop notes�

(Cont’d from page 5) I am drawn to warmth, familiar faces, convenient, calm me down, the threat of failure, singing,�
coffee time.�
I am drawn to extended family, my need to connect; acceptance, principles, music, rituals, controversy.�
I found what I was looking for. Being accepted as I am, meeting like-minded people who are caring and kind. Variety of�
homilies, music. Sense of community; Collective bonding. To be myself; I found what I was looking for.�

5. What tends to keep you away?�
Laziness; busy-ness; the topic, e.g. death or dying; internal politics; I’m sick; I am out of town.�
Negative attitudes, disrespectful behaviour (generally not applicable); minimal spiritual pursuit.�
Competing organizations. Other commitments, fear of tension and disrespect, disagreement. I am not interested in topics�
related to growing old. Repetition, Hearing Issues, Perceived coolness.�
Nothing, competing organizations, only illness or a family activity.�

6. What will you tell them about CUUC?�
We may not be big but we are small, the UU principles, we’re a liberal community, dedicated to making the world a bet-�
ter place one issue at a time, involved in social justice issues, we’re much more informal compared to First Church;�
New Friends, Open mind, Nourishing;�
You will see and hear warm voices, music, and encouragement to seek your own truth.�
Open, no pressure, no proselytizing. Interesting services, opportunity for self-expression, good social relations. Our�
principles of universality�
Concern for larger community, Extended Family�
Lay-led, small but vital; to belong to a group which is based in JB with Victoria and world-wide contacts. Liberal think-�
ers.�

7. How do you describe what we do?�
Lay-led, no minister, great speakers, good community, caring friends; we should avoid the word church; we sing, we�
share joys and concerns, we listen, discuss and socialize; a variety of small groups; we wonder about big questions. We�
accept one another as we are; it feels fairly genuine and authentic, we are respectful and inclusive. Church in a Box, but�
out of the box; supportive community; encourage growth. We meet regularly on Sundays and at coffee chats, book�
clubs. We invite diverse speakers. UU has no creed. Ritual, coffee, forum, homily, music, proud of inclusivity, short rit-�
uals, good anecdotes, familiar hymns, excellent forum. Philosophy, like a traditional protestant congregation. Intellectu-�
al, spiritual and emotional challenge. No creed; we approach religion rationally.�

8. What are you proud of? What do you exaggerate?�
We exaggerate the acceptance part, the fun we have. I am proud of our energy and friendliness, enthusiasm, freethinkers�
who cannot give up the church habit.  We accept one another as is. No judgment, independence from secular and formal�
religions, range of issues in the forum.�
UU has a long tradition of influential people. We exaggerate the fun we have. The world ‘church’. Friendliness; I don’t�
tend to exaggerate about important people being UUs.�

9. What are�you� embarrassed about? What do you tend to gloss over?�
Embarrassed: the gray hair, the word ‘church’, the singing. We gloss over “whiteness”, “white middle class”, the back�
biting, the age of our congregation, people leaving.�
How do I feel: tense, sad, glad, difference of opinion.�
Embarrassed: Occasional irreverence, (also celebrate) > impact of these on visitors.�
I am not embarrassed; I don’t gloss over.�
I tend to gloss over inappropriate comments.      (Cont’d on page 7)�
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   CUUC’s Pub night & FUCV Games night�

(Cont’d from page 6) I gloss over the age of the congrega-�
tion. One is not welcome if they are not white middle�
class.�
The word ‘church’ and its association with Christianity.�
Leaving visitors alone at coffee.�
Small size, sometimes.�

10. What is missing?�
Nothing; young people. A number of committees are miss-�
ing: children are missing, Adult Religion Education, social�
justice committee, many committees, nomination, social�
(activities), CUC liaison. Many of our committees are only�
one person. Volunteer Coordinator.�
Overheated argument. Other people. Balance of intellec-�
tual and spiritual.�
Getting to know each other better, perhaps dinner for 6,�
need for more opportunities to exchange.�

Good things�: Variety of homilies; Forum; Questioning;�
Opportunity to explore.�

Things to explore�: Altar dressing; improved hearing assis-�
tance; punctual start time.�

Look forward to�Honoring special days: months, word�
peace, veterans; Giving to community: mitten tree, emer-�
gency fund, work in community project.�
 ----------------------------------------------------------------�
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WHAT:  CUUC Pub Night - a casual, early evening�

get together�

WHEN:  Friday, March 24 around 6:00 p.m. - the 4�th�

Friday this month so as to avoid St. Paddy's Day�

WHERE:  James Bay Inn, 270 Government Street�

WHO:  All are welcome�

HOW:  RSVP to �karen.christie8@gmail.com�or �

250 920-6042� by �March 23� or take a chance on getting�

a seat�


